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If you land on a green square, pick a green card and answer the question.
If you land on a blue square, pick a blue card and do the activity.
First one to the FINISH space is the winner! 



  

Make up a 
30 second song 

to sing 
while washing 

your hands.

Have a dance
party with

everyone in the 
room for one

minute. Avoid 
touching hands

with people!

Play one round
of tic tac toe with
someone in the

room. 

Write a math
problem and ask
someone in the
room to solve it.

Give everyone in
the room an air
High 5 or create

a new way
to greet people
without touching

hands.

Show everyone
in the room the
correct way to
cough in your

elbow.

Read something
in the room for

one minute.

Show everyone
in the room the
correct way to
sneeze in your

elbow.

Recite the pledge
of allegiance.

Have someone
in the room
write a math

problem for you
to solve.

Count to 
5 in a different

language. 

Tell someone in 
the room to go 

wash their hands
for 20 seconds.

Draw a picture
of something

you love.

Jump around
the room like
a bullfrog for 
30 seconds.

Say all the letters
in the alphabet
 as fast as you 

can.

It may help to print these cards on blue paper.



  

What is your
favorite book?

Where is
your favorite

vacation spot?

Who is your
hero?

What do you like
most about 

the people sitting
next to you?

What is your
favorite joke?

Who are some
important

people in your
community? 

What is your
favorite song?

What is your
favorite food?

What is your
favorite thing

to learn about?

What do you
want to be when

you grow up?

How long should
you spend 

washing your
hands?

What is your
favorite color?

What is one thing
you can do to
stay healthy?

Why is it 
important to

drink water and
eat nutritious

foods?

What is your 
favorite holiday?

It may help to print these cards on green paper.
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